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Eastern graduate Tom Rossman, 40, from Minonk demonstrates the
trick shots at the Union pool room for Tuesday's Open Hous.e.

Trick billiards shooter
dazzles Union crowd
By KIM CROSBY
Staff writer

About 30 students enjoyed the
talents of trick billiards shooter
Tom Rossman Tuesday as he
demonstrated various trick pool
shots in the pool room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Rossman, a 1972 Eastern
graduate, returned to his alma
mater this week to be a part of

"Union Specials Week."
The fast-talking Rossman
joked with the crowd as he
showed them how to do jump
shots, eight ball shots and
behind-the-back shots.
Rossman said he started
.shooting billiards when he
attended Eastern between 1968
and 1972. He spent his -time
between classes practicing trick
shots in the same pool room of
• Continued on page 2

Confusion among Faculey
Senate members about the new
general education requirements
prompted the senate to abandon a
survey of faculty attitudes on the
new requirements, but that left the
members still questioning where
Eastern is headed in the future.
"We need some answers," said
senate member Pat Fewell, an
instructor in the education department, summing up the sentiment
of the senate members at
Tuesday's meeting.
But although the senate members' questions could not ,be
answered at the meeting, they also
decided a survey which would
have queried the faculty at large
about the Study of Undergraduate
Education would not answer any
questions either - at least at this
time.
On a motion made by senate
member Kipp Kruse at last week's
meeting, the senate voted to abandon a survey questioning the general education requirements
approved by the Council on
Academic Affairs and Eastern
President Stan Rives, as well as
the process by which the CAA
came to its decisions.
But the senate did not abandon
its search for answers about how
the new general education
requirements, which should be
implemented in the fall of 1991,
will affect each of Eastern's colleges and the majors within those
colleges.
General education requirements
have been boosted from 39 credit
hours to 46 following months of

CAA debate and approval from
Rives on Jan. 4.
"The main frame of the program has been set, ~ said Kruse, a
professor of zoology. "The real
specifics are yet to be determined."
Specifics such as what the new
requirements will do to the 120hour graduation cap were questioned.
"I would like to see someone
propose a motion to eliminate the
120-hours (cap for graduation),"
senate Chair Anthony Schaeffer
said.
While Schaeffer said he would
like to do away with that requirement, he did not want to substitute a different requirement for
t hat. He said he was not recommending that 128 hours be adopted.
As a result of the new general
education requirements, it has
been suggested that many students may need more than four
years or at least 128 hours to satisfy major requirements.
"I believe that causes a hard. ship to many students to go more
than four years, financially at
least," said senate member .
Laurent Gosselin, an associate
professor of home economics. "I
don't think it's something which
can be ignored."
A CAA committee is studying
the possibility that the 120-hour
cap should be dropped. Kruse said
he would like to see some of the
results of the committee's work.
On top of possibly increasing
the time needed to graduate, senate members wondered how
• Continued on page 2

Krackers hearing set for Wednesday
By BOB McKEE
City editor

Charleston City Attorney Brian Bower said
plain and simply Tuesday, "there will be a
hearing tomorrow."
The hearing to finally decide if E.L.
Krackers, 1405 Fourth St., was in violation of
serving alcohol to four 19-year-old Indiana
State University students Nov. 8, will be held
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the City Council
chambers of the city municipal building, 520
Jackson Ave., and is open to the general public, said Wayne Lanman, Charleston's mayor
and alcohol commissioner.
"The hearing (Wednesday) was set on complementary schedules of both parties and we
wanted to get it done as soon as possible,"
Bower said.
The hearing was originally scheduled for
last Thursday, but at Tuesday's City Council
meeting Bower announced the hearing was
postponed because an evidence deposition

with a witness, one of the students believed to
be James Gucinski, of Bloomington, Ind., was
not held yet because of scheduling problems.
Bower said at the meeting , "We need to
have an evidence deposition with the witness and take testimony. We have not had
the opportunity to do this yet."
Bower would not comment Tuesday if a
witness deposition was held or if the witness would be present at Wednesday's hearing.
If in fact witness testimony was made in a
deposition, it would then be presented at the
liquor hearing, which Bower said was similar to "a court of law."
At the hearing, Lanman will take on the
role of trier of fact, Bower will represent the
City of Charleston anct attorney S. John
Muller will represent Krackers. Lanman will
listen to the testimony presented and make a
decision, which he has five days to make.
As alcohol commissioner, Lariman has the
power to revoke a liquor license or impose

fines.
The four students were hospitalized after a
one-car accident in Libertyville, Ind., while
returning from Charleston. Robert D. Miles,
of Elletsville, Ind., is still in satisfactory condition at Methodist Hospital in Indianapolis,
Ind.
The others include the driver, Scott Bush, of
Schaumburg; Heather Smith, of Gosport, Ind.;
and Gucinski.
The accident occurred when Bush apparently lost control of his car, which crossed over
the center line in a curve on U.S. 150 and
struck a parked truck on the north side of the
road. The car then traveled through two yards,
hit a tree and jackknifed from the tree into a
house.
The car was destroyed, structural damage
was done to the house and the truck sustained
extensive damage.
Bush was charged with a Class D felony,
said Jim Jenkins, the sheriff of Vigo County,
Ind.
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Economics professor receives promotion
By CANDICE HOFFMAN
Staff writer

Eastern students can now rely on
a new coordinator of faculty
development to keep the teaching
staff up-to-date on issues affecting
their professions by providing
resources.
Barbara Haney, an Eastern
economics instructor, has been
chosen to be the new coordinator of
faculty development to guide
Eastern professors to be the most
informed educators they can
possibly be.
''The teachers that apply tend to
be the best," said Shirley Moore,
dean of academic development.
Haney was chosen by the

Barbara Haney
Faculty Development Committee, a
committee consisting of one

representative from each college
and one representative from Booth
Library, Moore said.
When asked about her reaction
to being appointed to the position,
Haney said, "I am looking forward
to the challenge and will do my
best."
The faculty chosen to fulfill the
position of coordinator of faculty
development is given reassigned
duties for half of the time, Moore
said.
.
"This is not a promotion. There
is no salary raise or rank
improvement. · It is a faculty
advocate position only available to
people who are full-time faculty,"
Moore added.
Haney's enthusiasm and fresh

ideas using few resources are some
other outstanding qualities, Moore
said.
The half-time position includes
working with Eastern administrators, colleges, departments and
individual faculty in the development of workshops aimed at faculty
enrichment, Haney said.
Other basic duties of the
coordinator of faculty development
include putting together resources
to help faculty teach better and
obtain current information to teach
students, Moore said.
Haney will help the faculty stay
current by sending volunteers to
conferences and hiring speakers to
come to Eastern, she added.
Haney officially began her new

duties Jan. 12 . She w'
evaluated in six month
considered for the positi
permanent coordinator of f
development.
Past coordinators of the f
development program in
David Maurer, history pro~
and Nancy Taitt, mathe
professor. The program
implemented in 1979 by E
President Daniel Marvin, Jr.,
said.
Haney, a 1978 Eastern gr
came to Eastern on a Tale
Student Award for the De
Team. In addition to teachi
Eastern, Haney has taught at
Dame and St. Mary's College.

Survey
of Undergraduate
Education were "predominantly
staffed" by faculty members.
Rives and the Faculty Senate
executive committee will meet
informally Thursday to discuss
the new requirements, among
other topics.
Not only the general education
requirements are pluses for

Eastern though, but Taber
class size is a major streng
Eastern 's academic prog
"Our smaller classes give st
a chance for real pers
interaction with the facu
Taber said.
Rives agreed with t
adding Eastern is noted for i
of faculty.

New requirements
•from page I

•frompage I

Eastern would compete with other
schools if those other schools did
or didn't adopt similar general
education requirements.
Those answers may hopefully
be answered at a meeting the
executive committee of faculty
senate will have with Rives· on
Thursday afternoon.
The senate will send with the
executives several of the
questions brought forth and a
request for a written answer.
Along with this, a proposal by
Kruse to conduct some sort of
survey be tween two a nd fou r
years after the program has been
implemented will Se suggest&!.

E.1.U. Dorm Winter
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Mini rent $19 til May '90
Maxi rent $29 til May '90
Maxi is 3 cubic ft.
FREE Delivery
(Toll Free) 1-800-888-3744

Dollar

wasn't heard," Rives said. He
explained the general education
changes had been discussed by
the CAA for more than a year.
"The CAA consistently invited
the faculty and all interested
persons to come to the meetings
and give suggestions," Rives

added.
He said some faculty and
department chairs took advantage
of the invitation and spoke up. "I
told the Faculty Senate this same
thing at their meeting on Jan. 16,"
Rives explained.
Rives pointed out the steering
committees which made the
recommendations contained in the

Billiards shooter
•from page I
the Union.
Since Rossman has graduated, he "has been a
big supporter of Eastern," said Joan G ossett,
director of U n iver sity U nio n and Student
Activities.
·
·

Rossman himself admits, "Some of my closest
ties are here at Eastern. I still feel there is a
camaraderie among students here."
In 1982 Rossman won The World M aster
Trick Shot Tournament in Milwaukee. In 1988,
he wrote a b ook entitled R.ack up a VJ~to,a,
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which was about the science of billiard sh
Rossman visits about 100 colleges each
and also demonstrates at various military
and prisons. He also teaches billiards sh
privately in Springfield, Ohio.
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Future bowling students
may face a fee increase
By LORI HIGGINS
Associate campus editor

and games
n Chris Hertel and Chris Berry play "King Maker," a recreation of 15th century English civil war,
in the Union. The two are members of a gaming group.

OTC to present scholarships
tern's ROTC will present
Eastern students with State
C Scholarships at 3 p.m.
y in the Union Gallery of
Martin Luther King Jr.
ity Union.
scholarships, to be presentMajor Robert Dinnen, pror of military science, will
full tuition and lab fees,
n said, adding there is no
· nt obligation to sign a conwith the U.S. Army.
be eligible for the scholar' students had to pass the

officer selection battery test and
the physical aptitude test, meet
the required cumulative GPA
score of 2.0, and had to be
approved by a structured personal
intervie w conducted by three
ROTC staff members, Dinnen
said.
The officer selection battery
test, administered at Eastern and
conducted prior to the interview,
is a general aptitude test similar to
the ACT, Dinnen said.
In the timed physical aptitude
test, students had to complete the
standing broad jump, basketball
throw, 300-meter dash and chin
ups, Dinnen said.

In the structured personal interview, "Mostly what we're looking
for is composure, motivation, initiative and the individual 's ability
as a future leader in the U.S .
Army," Dinnen said.
ROTC received a total of 17
applicants for the 10 scholarships
available. However, only nine students met the prescribed requirements.
The students selected to receive
the scholarships include: John
Conley, Chris Hertel, Brian
Richey, Mike Daniels, Carrie
Carpenter, Patrice McCormick,
Ora Moreno, Dan Manning and
Inga Christensen.

Students planning to take
Physical Education 1660,
Eastern's bowling class, may soon
face an increase in the fee for the
class.
The proposed increase in the
fee for the bowling class was discussed at the meeting of the
Union Board Tuesday night in the
Scharer Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
"Right now we're no~ making
any money at all (on the fees),"
Tim Taflinger, night manager of
business operations, said. The
increase would bring the fee from
$15 to $20. "Most schools are at
$20 now - we're one of the
cheapest."
If the fee is increased, it would
have to wait until 1992 to go into
effect because it is an academic
program and has to go into the
course catalog.
The meeting of the Union
Board was held to hear budget
proposals from several University
Union offices. Representatives
from the Union ' s Business
Operations, Craft Depot, Sugar
Shack, Union Graphics and the
Bowling Alley, each presented
their budget proposals for the year
1991.
Also at Tuesday's meeting, the
Board decided to put aside talks
about an increase in the fee for
cashing checks at the Check
Cashing office. The increase was
brought up at last Tuesday's

cc

p

Most schools are at
$20 now - we're one
of the cheapest.
Tim Taflinger,
night manager

''

meetin~ by Cathy Gregg-Horn,
from the Business Operations
office.
The increase would push the
cost of cashing checks from the
current 15 cents to 25 cents. Joan
Gossett, director of the University
Union, said when a decision is
made on proposing the increase,
the Board will then send it to
Glenn Williams, vice president of
student affairs.
From the Craft Depot and
Union Depot, Diann Gunn was at
the meeting to present budget proposals for those offices.
Gunn said the Craft Depot is
considering changing its spring
semester seminar. Instead of having two five-week sessions at the
cost of $25, there would be one
six-week session costing $30.
Gunn said the reason for the
switch is she has found there are
only a few students registered for
the second seminar.

nion Board considers hike in check cashing fee
cashing profit was $9,800, while this
December's would be $5,000 if the service
fee remains the same.
tern's current check cashing fee of 15
However, Gossett said the Union
per check is the lowest of all state Board wants to wait for the president's
· universities, but all that may change council meeting's decision on a proposed
increase in bad check fines before further
future.
its Jan. 16 meeting, the Union Board discussing the check-cashing fee issue.
a budget proposal which showed a
"Students who use the check cashing
profit margin for the Union if the service wouldn't like it (an increase), but
not increased to 20 or 25 cents per students who don't use the service will
because it would lower other fees," Gossett
thy Gregg-Horn, assistant to Martin. said.
r King Jr. University Union Director
The $4,800 profit decrease was attributGossett, said last December 's check- ed to fewer checks cashed because of auto-

matic teller machine availability and fewer
fines issued for bad checks.
Union Board member Don Boswell said
there appeared to be no opposition from
student board members when a 5- or 10cent increase was suggested because
Eastern's fee is lower than any other staterun universities or other local check-cashing facilities.
Schools such as University of IllinoisChicago charges 50 cents per check and
other state universities charge 25 cents per
check , although Southern Illinois
University-Edwardsville charges 20 cents

agazine to begin distribution
fotlliM&&@t.\Wltf&illllifW.t§Efilllfi@.'i:lli'~'Wfa.@illWi@llifilifatllliMiiiiMNlMNiMfa
I really encourage all students to contribute
both literary and art work to the magazine.

stern students may have
d the university's literary
ine The Vehicle at the end
t semester, but distribution
he magazine will be g in
Nancy Holschuh, co-editor Vehicle
esday in Coleman Hall.
ditionally published once
semester, The Vehicle is
to all Eastern students. The
azine includes art work, semester, so instead of doing a Coleman Hall, room 308. The
, essays, short stories and shoddy job just to get it out, we deadline for submiting work for
s, all of which are con- put it off until this year," said the magazine's next issue,
by Eastern students.
John David Moore, one of The which will appear at the end of
this semester, is Feb. 16.
e magazine has usually Vehicle's advisers.
found only in Coleman
The editors for the magazine to
"We (the editors) will look at
but this semester the edi- be distributed Wednesday were anything anyone wants to conwill try something differ- Valerie Kirk and Joe Mullin.
tribute to the magazine, but
By Thursday and Friday,
"This is a really good maga- Sigma Tau Delta (an English
ts should be able to find zine," Moore added . " We're fraternity) and the two editors
/es in other campus build- always trying to do better (each decide what fin ally goes into
such as the Martin Luther semester)."
it," Santor said.
Jr. University Union and
Th e magaz in e begin s thi s
"I really enco urage all stud Building.
semester with two new editors, dents to contribute both literary
e magazine's arrival is a Nancy Holschuh and Denise and art work to the magazine,"
I:folsc hu h said. " It's a grea t
te because of a few delays. Santor.
editors we had just had too
Students are encouraged to opportunity and I am excited
Ii ici "cici "a't .th'e' enci' ·last" . 's'tart 's'ubmiting creative work to about its potenti~l."

·•

of

per check.
Boswell added, "it hasn '.t been voted on
yet; the board is also considering raising
the check cashing fee a lesser amount (5
cents) and raising the previous bad check
fee from $10 to $15 ."
He said this increase would punish people who write bad checks, and not the people who use the service responsibly.
However, a change in the bad-check fee
would need approval by the president 's
council, as well. In addition, the fee would
be implemented university-wide and not
just in the Union.

Student senate to discuss
President Rives' proposal
By ANITA MAIELLA
Staff writer

Student Senate will address
Eastern President Stan Rives '
proposal to reduce drinking and
driving on campus during
Wednesday's meeting.
Senate speaker Brett Gerber
said Rives' proposal was an effort
to get the student government to
address the problem of students
driving after drinking.
Gerber said Rives did not propose a contract, but an agreement
from the students to not drink and
drive after consuming alcohol.
Senate has authority to decide
if it will be added to the student
conduct code and what the penalties will be if it is violated by a
student, Gerber said.
" It is time to put a stop to a
se ri ous pro bl em," Gerb er sa id .
"This means students shoul d face
penalties for drivi ng and drinking.
' " Each individual case should

be a different case," Gerber said.
"For the fir st offense the student
should not be ki cked out of the
university."
Gerber added , senate will also
discuss idea s for a new
Designated Driver Program that
will enable the designated driver
to receive free sodas at the local
taverns.
Discussion about the proposal
began after Rives sent an "open
letter" to the senate addressing
solutions to the drinking and driving problem.
The Eastern administration is
willing to assist senate in talking
to the bar owners, so the designated drivers will be able to receive
free soda, Gerber said . Student
Bod y Presi dent Patty Kennedy,
Gerber and senate member Am y
Jobin spoke wi th Ri ves Tuesday.
The meeting wi ll be held at 7
p.m. in. the Arcola-Tuscola Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
.Uni¥e>s.iFy Union.

o!~; Eastern

News Parking dilemma congested with cha
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Ree center fee
is lower, but
by how much?
It appears that the soon-to-be student rec
center addition to Lantz Gymnasium, which will
be partially funded through a hike in student
activity fees, might not be so expensive after all.
To pay for the $6 million, 70,000-square-foot
facility, Eastern sold tax-free revenue bonds.
·The student fee increase, which was projected
to be $60 when the referendum was approved
in early November, is intended to pay for the
cost of selling the bonds.
That cost is $15.9 million.
In early January, Eastern,
and the Board of Governors, Eastern' s
governing body, paid the Drexel Burnham
Lambert corporation $15. 9 million to
underwrite a municipal bond issue that not only
funded construction of the new rec center, but
expansion of the Greek Court housing complex
and the recent purchase of Regency
Apartments.
Instead of writing three separate issues for
the three projects, the combination of the three
into one bond issue, which is believed to be the
first of its kind in Illinois history, will result in a
$9 million savings for Eastern over the next 26
years.
As a result, the student activity fee will not
be as high as $60, when the hike is
implemented in the fall semester of 1991, upon
construction of the rec center.
Presently, the activity fee for full-time
students is $20.65. Once the rec center is
completed, that fee could have been as high as
$80.65. Fortunately, it will be less than that.
That much, we know. However, what we
don't know at this point is how much less than
$60 the fee hike will actually be.
At one point, during deliberation of the rec
center referendum, which was approved by
only 34 votes, projections for the fee hike were
estimated to be $54. Provided the activity fee
'does not increase between now and the fall
semester of '91 , that would result in a $ 74
activity fee - still a bit expensive. The most
expensive, in fact, of all program and service
fees for Eastern students.
And until an actual dollar figure is placed, we
have only one choice:
Keep our fingers crossed.

I resisted the temptation to
CO!l)ment for a long time because
I thought I would sound petty. But
• with recent events in mind, I can
no longer keep quiet.
When I got my first t 00 tickets
from University Police, I didn't
complain because I was guilty. I
parked in a non-student spot several times. I wasn't happy
about giving the cash away, but I
thought maybe the money was at M,....ew
least going to improve the Maynard
parking situation. That was a long
time ago.
The fact of the matter is the parking situation hasn't
gotten better. It has gotten worse.
I'm going to go out on a limb here and say the current
parking situation at Eastern blows. Furthermore, I'm
going to go out on another limb and say I don't think the
administration cares in the least.
One reason I didn't say anything before was I could
park on the sidestreets east of campus. But the
Charleston Police Department recently informed me (by
way of a parking ticket) that I may no longer park there.
This I really don't understand. If those streets were at
all congested, I might understand the need to keep them
dear. But by the wildest stretch of the imagination, the
streets are not congested. Even in Chicago, where one
street might get more traffic than all of Charleston, I'm
allowed to park on the street during the day.
Is it that student cars create an eyesore? Or is it
perhaps they want to force students to pay 25 bucks a
year for totally inadequate campus parking?
I've talked to faculty about the parking problem as it
relates to the students and there doesn't seem to be any
real sympathy. Faculty's general responses are either "I
have to pay and I worl< here" (said with much disbelief in
their voice). or "When I was in college I didn't even have

a car" (said with lots of disapproval).
Perhaps the faculty's attitude stems fro
administration's apparent attitude that the fa
parking needs are far more valid than the, st
parking needs.
This is an easy attitude to understand consideri
administration parks right outside its door.
So, Old Main, why don't we have a week wh
people at Old Main have to park behind Lantz
And when you people go to the Campus Poll
complain about the lack of parking, you know what
hear? The students know because we've already h
t ,OOO times - GET HERE EARLIER.
So, in order to park for your noon meeting, you
get here at, let's say, to a.m.
Your reaction would be, "Why, that's not right."
might say "Why, that's a waste of my time." You
even come to the conclusion that WE NEED M
PARKING SPACES.
And that revelation would be met with cheers
students sitting in their cars, searching for a place to
and wondering if Ashmore is too far away.
Yes, in recent years there have be a few t
additions to parking. The operative word there is to~
I'm not asking for a place to park that's even re
near to my destination. I've given that thought up
ago. All I want is a place to park that can be found
reasonable amount of time.
And before you start saying things like "It's
prohibitive" I'll answer like this: It's a heck of
cheaper than paying for a steady stream of pa
tid<ets.
But in the meantime. I'd have to say you guys wi
buy a parking permit for a parking spot across cam
a spot I might not even find.
- Matthew Maynard is the Verge editor and a
columnist lbrThe Daily Eastern News.

~

EdItorial

Your turn

this program."
stated that President Rives req
After giving the reader a brief Student Senate to make
history of what happened to past recommendations which w
Designated Driver Programs here at were necessary. Since the pr
Eastern, the editorial continues. was tabled at our last me
Dear editor:
We are writing this letter in "Now, senate is considering a Suggestions and amendments
response to Monday's editorial. proposal that if approved, 'every yet to be made. This _provid
Unfortunately, some of the facts the student on campus would sign a concerned student with an
editorial board expressed in its contract agreeing not to drive an tunity to let their voice be
opinion of the Designated Driver automobile after each had consumed
concerning this matter. Anyo
Program were misleading. There- alcohol."' Nowhere in the letters that has any input regarding Pr
fore, we feel that the record needs to we received from President Rives Rives' proposal may attend
be set straight.
did he make any reference to a nesday session of Student Se
For starters, the very first sentence contract or the signing of a contract 7 p.m. in the Arcola-Tusc.ola
states that "Eastern's Student Senate by Eastern students.
the Student Union.
has a piece of legislation before it ...The editorial continued to say that
To summarize, this is a pr
the Designated Driver Program." In one senator advocated the proposal. made to senate from President
actuality, it was not a piece of yet failed to mention the reservation and not a piece of original legi
legislation- (legislation includes bills, raised by other senators. Among the We can't speak for Senate
amendments, nominations, and
concerns voiced, the most stirring whole, but we represent a fa
resolutions) but was instead an open was the question of Senate's ability senators disapproving of the
letter to the Senate from Eastern's to enforce the program. This Judicial Board as a means for
President, Stanley G. Rives. In this problem is being investigated by with violators of the Desig
letter, President Rives makes several
Student Body President Patty Driver Program. We agree that
suggestions and proposals, one of Kennedy. Several other senators a program is essential and d
which is "that the Student Senate indicated they didn't believe sending As President Rives stated
and the administration of the violators in front of the Judicial Board
proposal, "We all know the p
To tax and to please, no more
university work together with local
was a reasonable punishment for and potential loss or injury of
than to love and to be wise, is
establishments which serve alcohol
offenders.
Eastern student is too impo
not given to men.
to implement, as soon as possible,
We agree with the editorial's us to ignore the problem."
an EIU DD (Eastern Illinois University position that the choice to drink is a
Edmund Burke
Designated . Driver Program)."
voluntary one, · ju~t as the choice to ..
· · · · · · · , · - - ·· · · · · · · .1 4 · · -D.r.P."-ir1ent- Rives -thfln -goe"--.:v\. t0- -be-<> ~ignated· ·d_,,;..,.,.,~ ;.:,."~L~,_.. ,,., ~_·,.
·. ·:~·. ·_. s~ ·~"::'-.~.· ·.·.·-«· .- j([ .·. ·~uftln~
":€~s.~hfl~l \:!l~~f;tt'tij·····Fo/t~~~al<e of cla;iti>ir·~~~j~~ ._.

DEN editorial has
misleading points
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orkshop
deal with
orders
PHANIE CARNES
type of eating disorder is
ous to one's health and
be taken care of before it
s a serious habit.
tern's Counseling Center
xamine this problem in a
shop entitled "Anxious
- What to Do?" at 7 p.m.
nesday in the Rathskeller
Martin Luther King Jr.
ity Union.
Genie Lenihan, a psycholat the Counseling Center;
sent the workshop which
ocus on eating disorders
what can be done about

5

Hearing loss confronted in course
By CHARLA BRAUTIGAM
Campus editor

Anyone experiencing hearing
difficulty is invited to attend a
three-month lip reading course
to help understand and cope
with hearing loss.
The course, offered by
Eastern 's Speech-LanguageHearing Clinic, will "sharpen up
visual skills" needed to compensate for hearing loss, said Nancy
Weiler, professor of communication disorders and sciences.
The course, to be taught by
Cheryl Pauley, a graduate student, will be broken down into
three sections, Weiler said.
The first section will focus on
the hearing loss itself - what
causes it, how hearing aids help
and what professionals to go to.

ere will be general inforn on eating disorders and
they affect women so much
culture," Lenihan said.
recovered client will be the
speaker at the workshop
Lenih an shows the film
·ng - The Danger Point."
"eting is a dangerous pracTwo University Board posiat can lead to disorganized tions, as well as several commitches to eating that are real tee member positions, are now
formin g and difficult to . open for student application.
e without help," Lenihan
UB recruitment night, which

The second section, analytical
training, will help those attending recognize different visual
configurations of spoken letters.
The most difficult letters to differentiate between are p, b and
m which may not sound alike
but appear alike when spoken,
Weiler said.
The third section will focus
on vocabulary words people can
expect to encounter at certain
settings including the · post
office, restaurant or gas station,
Weiler said.
For example, the words
"stamps" and "first, second or
third class" are words commonly used at the post office, Weiler
said, adding the third section
will help people learn to make
"educated guesses."
Even though the course will
be taught by Pauley, a speec h

language pathologist major, it
will be observed by a communication disorders staff member.
The course, offered once in
the fall and once in the spring,
serves as part of the training for
speech language pathologist
majors, Weiler said, adding
Pauley will be receiving credit
for teaching the course.
The class will be held from
8: 30 to 10 a.m. each Friday
through April 27 at the SpeechLanguage-Hearing Clinic, 7th
and Hayes streets. Friday will
be the first session.
Students and faculty members
can attend the classes for free .
There is a $30 fee for community members, Weiler said, adding
it does not matter how hearing
impaired the person is.
Usually, between four and 12
people attend the course, Weiler

said, adding community members usually make up the majority of attendants.
Students are usually "limited
by time" and, therefore, do not
attend, Weiler said. However,
special arrangements can be
made for these students, said
Weiler, adding, "We never leave
a student without help."
Spouses, friends or "significant others" are encouraged to
attend, Weiler said. Those not
hearing impaired will listen to a
record to get an "idea of what it
(being hearing impaired) sounds
like," she added.
Those hearing impaired are
"very supportive" of each other,
Weiler said, adding the groups
serve as confidence builders.
" Having a hearing loss is kind
of scary," Weiler added.

Two UB positions
open for students

e workshop will also be on
help yourself or someone
care about (who has the
em)," Brown added.
workshop is meant for the

e attract people from classo want to know more about
·sease, people who want to
fessionals or who already
ofessionals (on the subject)
ily and friends," Lenihan

will be held at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, will
give students the opportunity to
sign up for these posts.
At the meeting, current coordinators will describe their job and
try to encourage students to
become members.
UB is looking for coordinators
for the Homecoming and Public
Relations committees, "but what
we really need is committee

members," said Melissa Boehm,
the UB chairman.
In February, UB will be needing coordinators for the Human
Potential, Graphics, Performing
Arts, Summer Programming and
Movies committees.
"UB gives students an opportunity to meet new people as well
as gain leadership. experience,"
said UB vice chair Star Taylor.
"Committee members are
actively involved. in choosing
performers that come to campus,"
Taylor added.
Cookies, brownies, caraii1el
popcorn and soda will be served
at the meeting.

aternity handles 'business'
ile many students turn to
's greek system as a social
there are other fraternities
rorities which are almost
y business."
i Gamma Nu, one of
's two professional busiternities, is for men and
n "who are serious about
into business or the busielated field and plan on

holding a leadership position in
the future, said Robert Griswold,
vice president of professional
affairs for the fraternity.
Phi Gamma Nu requires a
grade point average of 2.5 or
above, a major or minor in business and six semester hours of
business classes such as economics or ~ccounting. The business fraternity is also looking for
students who have three
semesters left including this
semester.

MARK BRILLHART/Staff photographer

Phi Gamma Nu fosters the
study of business in college
through high scholarship activities and promotes professionalism
and achievement in the field of
business, Griswold said.
Phi Gamma Nu formal rush
continues Wednesday at 5:30 p.m.
in Coleman Auditorium and will
continue on Monday in Buzzard
Auditorium at 5:30 p.m. On
Wednesday Donald Schaeffer ·
from the placement office will
offer employment tips.

ousing Fest set to aid search
Government
g Committee is sponsorHousing Fest Wednesday
vide students with basic
ation on off-campus
g possibilities.
member Christy Kooh
e purpose of the Housing
is to help assist students
looking for off-campus

housing by bringing information
together in one location.
The Housing Fest will be held
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Students will be able to ask
questions and receive information from the landlords in the
Charleston area, Kooh said.
Student Body President Patty
Kennedy said the landlords also
will provide leases for the stu-

dents to look over.
Student Government sponsored its first Housing Fest three
years ago, but a couple of years
have lapsed since that first one
so this year's is only the second
Housing Fest, Kennedy said.
The Housing Fest will help
the students explore off-campus
housing so they don't have to do
it all on their own, Kennedy
said.

Home economics professor Martha Brown discusses sensible dieting at a life skills seminar entitled "Sensible Dieting" Tuesday in
the Union.

Seminar examines sensi·ble dieting tips
By SUSAN DIETRICH
Staff writer

Dieting can create dangers if
not done sensibly and the key to
losing weight is to obtain selfmotivation.
These were two of the main
topics discussed Tuesday in a life
skills seminar entitled "Sensible
Dieting" presented by home economics professor Martha Brown.
Brown stressed solutions and
approaches on how to diet more
intelligently and, more importantly, how to incorporate exer-cising into any weight loss program.
"We all have dieting habits.
We need to work towards sensible guidelines," Brown said.
Also important, according to
Brown, are accurate and realistic

...................................

edltatlon
Class

n experience in
er consciousness"
10 sessions

Beginning Sat. Jan. 27
9:00 - 10:30 am

$30.00

Light

Fitness 345-1544:
..................................
,,

at

E,L. Krackers
* Free Cover for Ladies
* 50<!'. Rail Drinks for Everyone
* Doors open at 8:00 p.m.

views on body weight. "We control what we eat and when we eat
it," Brown said.
Brown also pointed out that
gradual weight loss is safer than
quick weight reduction. "One to
two pounds a week is most
advised."
The act of counting calories
was also stressed at the seminar.
"Everyone is able to plan their
adequacy, balance, variety and
moderation," Brown said.
"The place that nutrition has is
a total wellness beyond fitness,"
Brown added. "A person's total
source of well being is dependent upon their physical, emotional, and spiritual health. The
more success, the more pride
should be put into it. You need to
. be highly motivated to start a
diet."
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Campaign nets Salvation Army money for the need
By LAURA DURNELL
Staff writer

While many of us used our time during
Christmas break to go shopping for loved
ones at the local mall, the Coles County
chapter of The Salvation Army and its
many volunteers used their time to raise
money to help those in need meet their
immediate and emergency needs.
This past Christmas season The
Salvation Army held its annual "Tree Of
Light" bell ringing campaign. A total of
$44,799.18 was raised to fund a number of
food baskets, toys apd emergency needs for
the public, as well as for The Salvation
Army's own general funds.
"Whatever money we have left over we
use to put into our own fund," Lt. Donald
Kincaid said. "Our priority is to get the
money out to help those who need it."

Most of the mone¥ collected from the
bell project was in the communities of
Charleston and Mattoon, but money was
also brought in through the mail by such
groups as the Kiwanis and the Exchange
Club. This year The Salvation Army surpassed its goal of $44,000.
"Last year we were $500 short of our
goal, but this year it (the campaign) has
been very profiting and exciting,''. Kincaid
said.
Kincaid added that reaching the goal was
not the only "u-p moment" from the fund
raiser.
Through its program, The Salvation
Army has been able to give out toys to
children who may not receive a gift in their
stocking .around the holiday season. Onefourth of the toys come from donations
while the other three-fourths come directly
out of the "Tree of Light" fundraiser.

A number of organizations such as Coles does try to tum people toward ce ·
County are~ banks, the Bait Club and the nizations that can help.
"An example would be in the c
local Woman's Auxillary donated their
time by helping raise money and donating abused woman," Kincaid said. "
give her shelter if she has no place
toys.
Since people's needs do not end at but we will try to contact a suppo
Christmas time , the rest of the year the to help her in the long run."
The bell ringing campaign s
money is used to set up emergency needs.
Such needs may be clothes for people idea from The Salvation Army
whose homes have been devastated by a l 890's. It began in San Francisco
fire, shelter for abused women and the young man painting a soup caul
homeless, paying for legitimate prescrip- with a sign saying "Feed the Ne
tions of medication and even certain travel Coles County chapter was founded
and became a tradition in the mid 1
expenses.
"Once there was this young man whose
Kincaid noted he is extremely
mother had died in Wisconsin. He didn't with the response from the Matt
have enough money to buy a bus ticket to Charleston areas toward the bell
attend the funeral so we paid for it," . campaign.
Kincaid said.
"It allows us to put a smile on the
Kincaid did emphasize The Salvation those at Christmas time,'' Kincaid s ·
Army cannot meet long term needs, but

Hartigan critici-zes Edgar's income ta·x surcharge stance
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Democratic
gubernatorial candidate Neil Hartigan on
Tuesday criticized GOP rival Jim Edgar's
comment that he might favor raising the state
income tax to provide property-tax relief.
Hartigan, the state attorney general, said
lawmakers should determine if the two-year,
20 percent income-tax increase approved last
summer is being spent wisely before considering any additional increases.

"The difference between Jim Edgar and I
is that he said let's make it permanent, I said
let's make government accountable,"
Hartigan said at a Statehouse news conference.
The income-tax surcharge approved in
June by the General Assembly raised the
personal income-tax rate to 3 percent from
2.5 percent and the corporate rate to 4.8 percent from 4 percent Proceeds of the increase
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are divided between schools and local governments.
Edgar said at a news conference Monday
that income tax might have to be raised
again as part of a plan to reduce local governments ' reliance on property taxes.
Previously, the secretary of state had said
he supported making the surcharge permanent but did not favor any other new taxes.
Edgar's press secretary, Mike Lawrence,

said the latest statement didn't repre
change in position because Edgar's
comments applied to tax increases for
government operations.
Hartigan noted that a recent state
found few local governments are usi
share of tax-increase proceeds to cut
ty taxes. He said that indicates an ad ·
income-tax increase wouldn't nece
lead to lower property taxes.

·nELTA SIGMA. PH
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andela considered
s possible mediator
JOHANNESBURG, South
rica (AP) - Black leader
Ison Mandela may be asked
mediate between the governnt and the outlawed African
tional Congress after his
ase from prison, the justice
• ister said Tuesday.
In an interview with the gov'ng National Party's newspar, Justice Minister Kobie
tsee the question no longer
as whether the 71-year-old
NC leader would be freed,
t when and under what cirstances."
•
Coetsee was reacting to
tense speculation that Mandela
·I be freed within weeks, but
gave no hints about a date.
esident F.W. de Klerk is
pected to elaborate in a speech
ning Parliament on Feb. 2.
The Cabinet holds its first

0
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meeting of the year Wednesday
in Cape Town and likely will
discuss Mandela 's release as
well as the possible lifting of the
30-year ban on the ANC.
In downtown Cape Town,
scores of black and mixed-race
youths went on a rampage
Tuesday after police used rubber
bullets, tear gas and a water cannon to disperse more than 5,000
students protesting government
education policies. Police had
placed rolls of barbed wire along
the intended protest route and
rejected organizers' requests to
allow the march to proceed.
Youths threw stones through
windows and overturned trash
cans as they fled from police.
Some protesters were hurt when
the water cannon 's spray
knocked them into barbed wire.

CIA expects decrease
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
director of the Central Intelligence
Agency told Congress Tuesday that
Eastern Europe's tumultuous push
for democracy has cut the Soviet
threat to the West and that "we can
probably expect a continued
diminution.
"William Webster, in an unusual
public appearance before the Senate
Armed Services Committee, said
that as unchallenged communist
control comes to an end in the
Eastern bloc, those nations' links to
Moscow have been radically
changed.
The result, he said, is a severe
blow to the Soviet Union's certainty that Eastern Europe will respond
to Moscow's military directives.
The armed services committee is
beginning work on writing a
defense budget for fiscal 1991 with
an assessment of the Soviet threat
to the West "Overall, the conventional threat to the United States
and our alliance partners in Europe
has decreased as a result of changes

in Eastern Europe and Soviet force
reduction" Webster told the panel.
The CIA director cautioned,
however, that the Soviet Union is
vigorously upgrading its strategic
forces.Webster cited the Soviets'
deployment last year of two new,
silo-based, nuclear missiles; the
continued deployment of SS-25 and
SS-24 rail-mobile missiles, and the
launching of new Typhoon and
Delta-IV ballistic missile submarines.
The Soviets also have made considerable gains in the anti-submarine effort, but they still "will be
unable at least in this decade to
threaten U.S . subs in the open
ocean, "Webster said.
In what appeared to be a plea to
head off budget cuts for the CIA
and other intelligence agencies,
Webster said the United States must
maintain its intelligence capability.
He pointed to the continued Soviet
strategic modernization and to terrorism; illegal drugs; uncertainty in

Latin America, .Asia and the
Middle East, and weapons proliferation.
Intelligence operations are hidden in the Defense Department
budget, which faces significant cuts
on Capitol Hill this year.
Although the exact figures are
secret, U.S. intelligerice reportedly
spends $25 billion to $30 billion a
year, just under 10 percent of the
defense budget.
In his public statement, Webster
emphasized that the situation in
Eastern Europe and the Sovie t
Union is in constant flux wi th
widespread economic problems,
turmoil in regional areas and the
Communist Party's reduced power.
Soviet President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev is committed to
reforms, but they have been slov.r rn
coming, the CIA director said. ''The
chance of Gorbachev's removal as
Kremlin leader is unlikely, and a
major reversal of his policies would
come only if he is removed from
power," Webster said.
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Ylednesday,Jan.24
OLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS

EC SPORTS SHORTS
ice: Lantz Room 147

Telephone: 581-2821

ENTRY -DEADLINES
ee Throws (Men, Women) .... _....................... Enter-on-the-spot ...TONIGHT
ketball (Men, Women) .......................................................................TODAY
cquetball Singles (Men, Women) .......................... ,_................ Thurs., Jan. 25
wling (Men, Women) ...............................................................Thurs., Jan. 25
lleyball (Co-Ree) ................................................................. ...... Wed., Jan. 31
ater Polo (Men, Women) .............................................................Thur., Feb. 1
· leball Singles (Men, Women) ...................................... .............Thur., Feb. 1

MANDATORY TEAM MANAGERS MEETING
All basketball team managers must attend a mandatory meeting on
THURSDAY, JAN. 25 AT 7:00 P.M. IN THE LANTZ CLUB ROOM.

RACQUETBALL SINGLES
Individuals must pre-register at the Ree Sports Office with a valid ID or
Fae/Staff Ree Card.
Upon registration, individuals must select to play on a Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Thursday evening tournament.
- Matches played on Lantz Racquetball Courts beginning at 6:00 p.m. nightly.
- The final four semi-finalists in each nightly tournament advance to the
next week's nightly championship.
- The winner from each nightly tournament will advance to a tournament on
Friday to establish the All-University champion.
- Individuals must supply their own racquets & balls!
SIGN UP NOW - LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE!!

--------------------- -----1 *NEW INTRAMURAL TEAM ENTRY POLICY**

EGINNING IN SPRING SEMESTER 1990, WE WILL RETURN TO THE
AMER PRACTICE OF TEAM MANAGERS TURNING IN THE TEAM ROSR WITH THE NAMES, SIGNATURES, SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS,
D PHONE NUMBERS ON THE ROSTER, THEREBY ELIMINATING THE
EED OF THE TEAM MEMBERS COMING TO THE REC SPORTS OFFICE
SIGN THE ROSTER AFTER THE ENTRY DEADLINE.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------+
FREE THROW CONTEST
er-on-the-spot at. Lantz gym, tonight from 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. with valid ID or
c Staff Ree card.
Individuals will attempt 50 free throws. (NO PRACTICE SHOTS!)
Competition categories:
Men's/Women's teams Men's/Women's doubles
Men's/Women's singles Mixed doubles
Teams consist of 5 individuals. The team champion is determined by adding
scores of the 5 individuals.
IN IN ON THE FREE THROW FUN TONIGHT!!

----------------------------f
MEN'S & WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
ter limit: 1o players. All names on the roster must be accompanied by a
nature before the roster is turned in. Once on a roster, name may not be
oved. No names can be added to the roster after a team's third game.
tional Federation (IHSA) rules apply.
tries are due in the Ree Sports Office TODAY!!!
RRECTION: McAFEE GYM IS OPEN FROM 4 - 11 P. M., TUES & THURS. ;
· 11 P.M., MON. & WED. ; 4 - 10 P.M., FRI.;· & 1 - 10 P.M. SAT. & SUN.

MANDATORY BASKETBALL OFFICIALS MEETING
All basketball officials must attend a mandatory meeting on Wednesday,
Jan. 24 at 7:00 p.m. in the Lanti Club Room. ALL INTERESTED OFFICIALS ARE WELCOME!! These are paid positions, and no experience
is necessary!

BOWLING
Team roster is limited to 6 bowlers.
Match consists of 3 games.
- Separate Fraternity/Sorority, Independent, and Residence Hall leagues
will be established if there are an adequate number of entries . .
- Leagues consist of up to 8 teams.
More information is available in the Ree Sports Office, Lantz 147.

CO-REC VOLLEYBALL
Roster: 3 men & 3 women per team (Alternating in the serving station.)
Net height: 8 ft. · * No time will be kept in the games.
Entries taken in the Ree Sports Office beginning Thurs. , Jan. 25.

Wednesday's

Report errors immediately at 581 -2812.
ad will appear in the next edition . Unless
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m . previous
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[jfServices Offered

[!'Wanted

UfForRent

[jfForRent

UfForSale

"MY SECRETAR Y" Resumes ,
papers, letters, and more. Next to
Monicals. 90318th St. 345-1150 9-5.

MARRIED OR SINGLE WOMEN
WITH CHILDREN NEEDED AS
SURROGATE MOTHERS FOR
COUP L ES UNABLE TO HAVE
CHILDREN . CONCEPTION TO
BE BY ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION. PLEASE STATE YOUR
FEE. CONTACT: IN FERTILITY
CENTER OF NEW YORK, 14 E.
60TH STREET, STE . 1204, NY
NY, 10022. 1-800-521 -1539 OR
1-212-317-0811 MAY CALL COLLECT. ALL RESPONSES CONFIDENTIAL.
.,.,----,---,..--,--,,--~2/13
Wanted to buy Albums , 45 's 78
Call 348-0898, Mornings. .
_ __ _ _ _ _ _00 Wed .

2 Bdr Apts open for spring sem.
Close to campus . call 345-6453
or 345-7507.
1/25

Subleaser needed immediately!
Nice, clean , 1 1/2 bedroom apt.
$175/month. 348-5386 after 5:00
p.m.
_ _ _ __ __ _ _ 1/26
THE RENTAL SUPERMARKET.
Century 21 Wood Real Estate. All
shapes and sizes of apartments
and houses. 345-4489.
1/25
Beat the Rush for 90-91 . One
bedroom apartment. Perfect for
two , near campus 345-2416.
_ __ _ _ _ _ __ 1/29
Apt. or sleeping room for male .
NOW Share kitchen , bath . Quiet
neighborhood, near campus 3453771 . Leave name , no ., or
request appt. time.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26

ASSORTED HIGH PERFORMANCE TIRES: 14'S AND 15'S.
CALL MATT 581-3462.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 1/24

,..,--,------..,--,..~5.a

Need a paper typed qu ick ly,
accurately, and inexpensively?
Then call EXPRESS TYPING
now! 581-5748 Ask for Julie.
_ __ _ca1 /17,19,24,26 212

UfHelp Wanted
MARKET DISCOVER CREDIT
CARDS ON YOUR CAMPUS .
FLEXIBLE HOURS . EARN AS
MUCH AS $10 / HOUR . ONLY
TEN POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
CALL 1-800-950-8472, EXT. 3.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1124

Uf Adoption
ADOPTION Educated couple in early
30's wish .to adopt an infant or tod dler. We'll give love, security and a
rural life. Call our Attorney col lect
(217) 352-8037 Tom & Denise
,--,--.,,--..,----.,---1/31
Happily married couple seeking
to ad opt an infant. We offer a
warm , loving home and secure
future for a baby. We are
responsible, caring people
wanting to share our love with a
much-wanted baby. Please call
our attorney collect (217) 3528037 or call us collect (309)
745-3877. We hope to hear
from you, Charlie and Sally
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 219
ADOPTION: You have given your
baby the gilt of life. Let me fill that
life with love, laughter, and opportunity. A secure and happy home
awaits the baby I am lucky
enough to adopL Medical/legal
paid . Please call my attorney collect at: (217) 352-1800. Beth.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26

[jfRoommates
Roommate needed for Park
Pl ace . Great location. Call Bret at
348-5293 or 834-3035 weekends .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26

[jf ForRent

L--o~o""'K-H=E=R=E!,...,Y""o""'u'"'"'R-o.,.,.w.,,..N,-PRl -

VATE OR SEMI-PRIVATE ROOM
IN THE PRIVACY OF THIS FINE
HOME IN EXCELLENT CONDITION ! LEASING NOW FOR
SPRING-SUMMER-FALL. (FOR
GIRLS ONLY-NON-SMOKERS ,
PLEASE .) ACROSS STREET
FROM CAMPUS! RESERVE
NOW! CALL MARTHA- CENTURY 21 OR AFTER 6 pm AT 3455739.
_ _ _ __ _ _ca1 /19,25
Fall - Apt. for non -smoking males,
near south campus . 345 -3772.
Leave name, no. Also available
summer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
TWO
BEDROOM
HOUSE
UNFURNISHED ATTACHED
GARAGE. EXTRA LARGE LOT.
QUIET AREA . SELL O R RENT.
345-4846.

~--------='212

SUBLEASER WANTED FOR
SPRING - roommate housebroken. $100 O.B.O. includes water.
Close to campus. Call 348-8782.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Large, 2 bedroom apt., partially
furnished , 2 blocks from
Charleston Square. Available
now. Call 345-2784.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Unique furnished apartment for
summer /fall two blocks from
Buzzard for 2-4 people.
Reasonable rent. Call 345-2784.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
CENTURY 21 WOOD REAL
ESTATE
the
Rental
Supermarket lists available at
Housing Fest 1/24/90. 345-4489,
Jim Wood, broker.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24

Nice, close to campus , furnished
houses for 1990-91 school year.
Two people per bedroom, 101 /2
month lease, $165/mo. 345-3148
evenings.
- - - - - - - - - -00
For Fall 1990-1,2,3 and 4 bedroom houses and apartments. All
1 block from campus. Call 3456621 or 348-8349.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ M,W,F 00
Quiet 1 bedroom furnished apartment. Near Square. Utilities paid.
Call
345-4336.
Available
Immediately.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30
Female Subleaser needed to
share house w/3 girls. Close to
campus. $137.50 per month. Call
Ellen at 345-6179.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26

[jfForSale
FOR SALE 1987 RED HONDA
ELITE SCOOTER . Low mileage,
runs great, price negotiabl e. 3459523 ask for John.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (U-repair).
Delinquent tax
property.
Repossessions. Call 1 (602)
838-8885.

~--------~212

GOLF CLUBS, SETS, BAGS ,
CART, BALLS, ACCESSORIES.
ALL AT WHOLESALE PRICES .
ALL GUARANTEED . CALL
MICHAEL. 348-8782.

~---==----,..,.---1 /26

I
LOST: Black purse with ID's and
keys. If found , please call 3455689. Lost Jan. 13 at a party.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
FOUND: Keys at after bars on 7th
Street. Call DEN to id~ntify. 5812812.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,,--1/24
LOST: Blue plastic EIU wallet with
ID/license/cash . If found call 3457973 or take to DEN.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
Missing - Denim Jacket from
Panthers Friday 1/ 19: probably
p icked up by accident . Cash
reward for return . Call 581 -2470.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26

NIGHT AT THE RACES! PICK A
HORSE AND WIN! SIGMA PI
RUSH 7:00 p.m. TONIGHT[!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24

23 Entire

...,, Sf

7 NIGHTS

SOUTH PADRE/SIANO .... Sf

Apartment
Rentals

5 OR 7 NIGl'fTS

""Sf
,,., Sf J
,,..,SfJ

STEAMBOAT

2 5 Ori 7 NIGHTS

FORT
IAUOERDAIE
7 NIGHTS
HltrON HEAD IS&AND
7 NIGHTS

348-7746
9:00-5:00 pm

M-F

CORPUSCHRISTI I
MUSTANC ISLAND
5 OR 7 NICHTS

The Dally Eastern News

Classified Ad Form
.!11'

Name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

62 Wedding

Add r ess : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone : _ _ _ _ _~
Dates to

run _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

_

Ad to read:

· ea

20 Start of a quip
overheard on
the stag line

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE N

OAYTONA BEACH

.- - - - - - - - - -00
Sell unwanted items in the
Calssifieds.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

missiles
1 Defame
63AGuthrie
32
April
forecast
6Soggy lump
64 Din
10 Kitchen king
33 Fragrant
66 Controversial
38 Anglo-Saxon
apple spray
14 What there is
laborer
66 Appear
"nothin' like"
67 Legal wrongs
39 Kind of transit
15 Verdi opera
Kind of concert
16 Crowning glory
41 Actress Lillian or 69 It's caused by
17 Word with jury or
Dorothy
lunar attraction
larceny
G Ebb
70 Shooting sport
18 Radiate
44 "Do - - others
19 The Gloomy
Dean

HEY GEORGE - 1-4-3-4!

[jfAnnouncements

CHARLESTON COPY-X , 207
Lincoln , 345-6313. RESUMES ,
Resume packages, typing, copies,
typesetting , much more - LOW
PRICES, large selection of paper.

Crossword Puzzle
24 Tries
25 More of the quip

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACA
OR BIG SCREEN TV P
RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN
10 DAYSI!! Objective: Fun
Commitment : Minimal, M
Riase $1,400 , Cost:
Investment .
Ca
Organizations, clubs, !rats,
ties call OCMC: 1 (800) 932
/ 1 (800) 950-8472, ext. 10
ca1 /22,23 2112,13,1
Quick Cash. Highest prices
for class rings, gold jewerty
monds , gold & silver c
Baseball cards . Most anyt ·
value . Call 348-1011 Pawn
518 6th St.

[jflost & Found

Wednesday's
ACROSS

Co
no·
ad
day.

DOWN

45 More of the quip

1 Track circuits
49 Spar
2--fixe
53 Seraglio room
3 Lessen
54 End of the quip
4 Put forth
5 Fatal
6 Group of geese
7 " - - Marlene"
a Repute
9 Cry like a baby
10 Backbone
11 Eng . county
12 Octad
13 Releases
21 House wing
..;;;+-+~,.. 22 Columnist's
tidbit
~..:..+::.+:~ 25 A Scott
26 Vacationer's
delight
27 Title for a U.S.
Pres.
.,;;;+;;,,+;;,+o,...,,,... 28 Nonesuch
i..;,a,;::;.a,;;;;.&.;..a..;;..i 21 Used a VCR

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ __
no. words/days
30 Jackie's second

43 This, to Pedro

52 Wine buckets

31 Zeus or Odin

55 Tail -end

34 Chills and fever

46 "You Can 't - Again": Wolfe

35 Minute

47 Altar vow

58 Three, in
Dresden

38 Ratio words

48Brags

57 Luge

49 Subway support

58 Mien

50 Fictional sleuth
Vance

59 Drastic

39 Stadium cheer
40 Peer Gynt's
mottler

51 List the gist
again

37 French pet
name

Payment:

D

Compositor _ _ ___,,

Amount due :$ _ _ __
Cash

D

Check

D

Credit

Check number _ _ __

20 cents per word first day ad runs . 14 cents per wo
each consecutive day thereafter. Students with vaild ID
cents per word first day.

1O cents

per word each

consective day. 15 word minimum .
Student ads must be paid in advance.

60 Noble Italian
family

Deadline 2 p.m. previous day-No exceptions

11 Remainder

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered llbelous or In bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8 :00
8:30
9:00
9 :30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

WAND-7, 17
ews

1am1 ice

PM Magazine

Cosby Show

Unsolved

Beauty &

at Providence

Mysteries

The Beast

Growing Pains
Head of the Clas

Night Court
Dear John

Movie: Face

Doogie Howser

to Face

Anything But luv

College B-Ball
N.C. State

Peter

at Duke

Quantu m
Leap

News Hour

Movie:

Smithsonian

Movie:

Television

Wrote

Eagle

World

The French

Academy Hall

Predators

American

Conspiracy

of Fame

Wings

News

WKRP

Hawaii Five-0

Survival!

News

News

Motorweek

INN News

News
M.A.S'H

Honeymooners

Safari

Carson

M' A' S' H

Love Conn .

Sports Center

Star Trek

Pat Sajak

Current Affair

Nightline

Gymnastics

Entertain Tonight

Iron

Movie:
Trapped

Jennings

News

Late Night

Night Court
Murder She

Miami Vice

Three's Company Night Court
World of
Disney

Playhouse

Hot Wire
Hill Street

Movie:

New Mike

Blues

The Romance

Hammer

Movie

of Rosy Ridge

. Graham
Hollywood

cont.
Movie

USA Tonight

Arsenic Hall

Beyond 2000

News Scan 51

Movie:

Wednesday, January 24, 1990

orkers demand reform
skilled workers held a rally
y to denounce communism
· g East German craftsmanand demand free-market
to revive it.
absolutely and unconditionconversion to a full marnomy," Burkhard Schmidt,
sman for the Craftmen 's
, told The Associated Press
e the rally. Many of those
· g also favored reunification
est Germany.
tter to close for four hours
ver," said Lutz Scheibner,
Ironies repairman. "We need

-

to show the government we know
what needs to be done." The rally
was called on short notice, over the
opposition of top union leaders still
loyal to the Communist system that
rewarded them with comfortable
bureaucratic positions.
While Hans Modrow, the
Communist premier, and opposition leaders bicker over how to

While Barry dries out
Jackson keeps silent

share power before free elections
May 6, the general attitude toward
compromise has soured.
Pro-democracy advocates from
the Social Democratic Party and
New Forum declared Tuesday they
were not prepared to negotiate a
role in the interim government and
said coalition talks have been postponed.
Opposition reluctance to prop up
the government reflects the atmosphere of uncertainty in East
Germany, which does not have a
unifying pro-democracy figure like
Czechoslovakia's Vaclav Havel or
Lech Walesa of Poland.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Jesse
Jackson kept mum about his
plans Tuesday, silent at the center of attention in a political vacuum created in the nation's capital by the cocaine arrest of
Mayor Marion Barry.
Ill with the flu since th e
weekend, Jackson was said to be
"going over all the options" out
of the public eye.
Will he or won't he? That was
the question dominating political
discussion of the mayoralty situation in the city.
"I don't think Jackson will do
it," said David Clarke, city
council president and the only
white candidate for mayor of the
predominantly black city.
Should Barry resign his post,
Clarke would become mayor,
pending a special election.
Barry was in a clinic in
Florida and aides said that while
he had turned over day-to-day
operations of the District government to city administrator
Carol Thompson, he was giving

entagon retracts U.S. claim
SHINGTON (AP) - The
gon on Tuesday retracted
made during the Panama
ion that U.S. soldiers had
a large cache of cocaine in a
house used by Gen. Manuel
'oNoriega.
was not cocaine," said
on spokesman Bob Hall.
wever, Hall told reporters
be could not identify with

any certainty what the substance
was, saying he'd been supplied
with "less than satisfactory"
information by U.S. military officials in Panama.
One Pentagon official, who
spoke on condition he not be identified by name, said the substance
had been found wrapped in banana
peels and "has something to do
with voodoo." Hall said U.S. offi-

9

cials were seeking further clarification on the matter. The Washington
Post reported in Tuesday editions
that the find amounted to tamales
used in voodoo ceremonies.
Shortly after the invasion, Gen.
Maxwell Thurman, commander of
the Panama-based Southern
Command, said the cocaine
amounted to 50 kilos, or more than
lOOpounds.

Monday's

Classified ads

no thought to resigning.
In a letter hand-delivered to
Barry's office, the Washington
Board of Trade told the mayor
that "events have shaken confidence in your leadership and
have raised troublesome ques- '
tions of general governance of
the city." The business group
urged Barry to make "an immediate announcement" that he
would not seek re-election.
Ron Richardson, president of
the local chapter of the Hotel
Restaurant Workers union, said
about 20 labor, business and
community leaders will mee
Thursday to discuss ways to get
Jackson into the race.
Richardson said he hopes to
have his group meet with
Jackson by week's end.
"I think Jackson might get
into the race if he felt a
groundswell of support from the
voters," said Charlene Dre~
Jarvis, a city councilwoman and
another declared candidate for
mayor.

Report errors immediately at 581-2812. Corr,
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notifiu ,
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day.
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•

nouncements
. STUDENT LEADERS:
Student Senate positions
open and will be filled by
. You can pick up petieen Sam & 4pm in the
Activities Center, Rm201,
1/24
=-;;:E""N;T-;-;Hc:::O-;--;M;;:;E-;::-S-,.fr-om $1
}. Delinquent tax properssessions. Call (1} 805ext. GH-9997 for curllst.

'="'=~----'219

BREAK - guaranteed
ST prices on campus Beach - seven nights Quickly - Call Brett 581 or Monica 581 -3335 for
'Is.
1/25
~P"'"I=sp=R""1N""G::-=R7-:
u=
sH
c:c!: -JOIN
OR A NIGHT AT THE
I 7:00p.m. WEDNESDAY.

_ __ _ _ _ 1/24

[!!Announcements

[!!Announcements

(]!Announcements

MAKE AN EXTRA $1000 - ? of
immediate income a month pit or
Ill. Looking for money motivated,
aggressive individuals to work for
the #1 Company it its field . Call
Bill Holderby 1 (800) 458-8987.
1/30

Tired of living in the dorms? Get
information about off-campus
housing . Come to HOUSING
FEST! Wednesday January 24th,
1990. 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m . in
the University Ballroom.
1/24
B_E_P_R_E_P_A_R_E_D_T_O_M_A-KE A

WITH THE MEN OF SIGMA Pl.
TODAY 7:00 P.M. HOUSE!! 3459523
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24
SPRING BREAK - DAYTONA
PENRODS (best hotel in FLA},4
BARS (rock, disco, poolside, reggae), 142.00 (hotel for 8 days, 7
nights} CALL VINCE 348-0468.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
Interested in sorority rush? Come
see what ALPHA SIGMA TAU
sorority has to offer! Our informal
rush will be on Jan. 23 and Jan.
24 at 7:30 p.m. Call 345-7236 for
rides and information. See you
there!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24

WAGER TONIGHT AT THE
SIGMA PI HOUSE AT 7:00 p.m.
SHARP!! 345-9523.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24
IT'S RACE DAY AT SIGMA Pl.
JOIN US AT THE HOUSE 7:00
p.m. 956 6th St. 345-9523.

RUSH DELTA CHI: for rides and
RUSH DELTA CHI: for rides and
information call 345-9053.
info. call 345-9053.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24
1/24
"Delta Chi ... the Brotherhood of - The Fraternity that brought you
a lifetime"
Fright Night now brings you
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24
Spring Rush 1990! Pi Kappa
Suzan Watt: Congrats on I-Week!
Alpha!
1/24
Keep up the ASA Spirit! You'll
R=u~s=H-D=E~LT=A~C~H~l-:~f-or-r~id.,....esan
always be my "little girl." Love,
information call 345=9053.
Mom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24
=---c=----,---=----,,.----=1/24
Pi Kappa Alpha Spring Rush
See "Good Question", EIU's
1990! Tonight at the Pike House
hotte~ band . Tuesday and
in greek court at 7:301 "Good
Wednesday only at Pi Kappa
Question," rocks on for a second
Alpha's Spring Rush! Pike . . .
night! For rides and info. call 581Just Do It!
6542. Pike ... Just Do It.
==~-=--=---,..-o-----,-1 /24
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24
SPRING BREAK '90. Don't get
Lambda Chi's Keep psyched for
burned again this year, not know·
Rush!
ing up Iron which hotel you'll be
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1124
staying in! our group will be at
GRAFFITI NITE TONIGHT! 7:00
the THUNDERBIRD HOTEL!
AT THE TKE HOUSE! WITH THE
Located at the corner of
LADIES OF ASA. WEAR A TEESeabreeze and Atlantic Avenues,
SHIRT.
in th e canter of all the action
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
(Bars, shops, restaurants). 7
LIZ GAMAUF: Get pumped for
nights of luxury $219.00 $139.00
this weekend! I saw the Tidy Bowl
W/OWN TRANS. SPACE IS LIMman wearing a retainer! Heidi.
ITED. Call: RICHARD OR JEFF
345-9785.
---~----~1 /24
HEY PHI DELTA GAMMAS! YOU
--~--,-----1 /24
GUYS
ARE GREAT! CONGRATS
"Delta Chi . .. the Brotherhood of
ON I-WEEK. A-G LOVE - DIANE.
a Lifetime"
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24

1=r~·s-A_N_l~G~H=T-A~T-T=H-E="""R~ACES

Campus Clips
SOCIETY FOR ECONOMICS will have a meeting on
at 4:30 p.m. in Coleman Hall Room 207. New-members
GLING CLUB will have open practice Jan. 24 from 7:00 ntz Gym-Field House. New members welcome! Join the
Record holding club on campus.
IOTA LAMBDA Pre-Law Fraternity will ave meetings on
Jan. 24 at 3 p.m. and Thurs., Jan. 25 at 4 p.m. in CH 203.
welcome, interesting details about upcoming semester.
IAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Bible Study &
ip on Jan. 24 at 7:00 p.m. at the Christian Campus House
ind Lawson Hall. Everyone is welcome.
OGY CLUB will have a meeting on Jan. 24 at 7:00 p.m. in
Hall Room 226. Discussion of bake sale and 4 o'clock
ocs!! New Members welcome!!
DELTA PI will have an officers meeting on Jan. 24 at 6:00
r. Down's home. Call 581-5476 for directions.
I BETA SORORITY, INC. will have "Do What You Like"
Show on Thurs., Jan. 25 at 7:30 p.m. in the Rathskellar. $50
best talent. It's not too late to enter. All interested phone
FOUNDATION AT EIU will have a student led devotive
ion Service Wed., Jan. 24 at 9:30 p .m. at the Wesley
Methodist Church. Everyone is welcomed to this half hour
and invited to share in the Lords Supper without regard to
afliliatio n.
~RSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will have a hotline
at9:00 p.m. in the Union Walkway.
FOUNDATION will have a Choose Life Bible Study on
at 6:30 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation Student Center. We
studying the Old Testament Overview during this semester
weeks. You are invited to participate. This group will meet
ednesday at 6:30 p.m.

--------~1/24

SPRING BREAK TO CANCUN,
BAHAMAS, BERMUDA, RIO ,
ETC. LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED! CALL CURT AT 3456683.
- - - - - - - - -1/26
"Delta Chi ... The Brotherhood of
a lifetime"
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24
"Delta Chi ... the Brotherhood of
a lifetime"
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1/24
Jennifer - Smile. You're the best!
What a tingle! How about some
help? Love, CM.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24

~alvin and

Hobbes

~LO '{OV ~SE
~ONS~1£ 1"~ l{()MEWOQ:\C.
~ '(1.)1\) 'flEl<:E ~Sl~Et>

CAL'4\N,

[]!Announcements

[!!Announcements
FOR THE MOST FUN YOU CAI\
HAVE IWTH A MARKER. cm-'
TO THE TKE HOUSE?:- WEA
A TEE-SHIRT.
-----.,.,...---..,..,.1/24
Kevin Dunham: Way to go KevieDoo ! How does it feel to be
active? I guess you can put your
"Mop and Glow" away! Your A-G
Sis, Kujo.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1/24
RUSH TKE! THERE'S NO TIME
LIKE NOW TO JOIN A GREAT
FRATERNITY! GRAFFITI NITE
TONITE 7:00! TKE HOUSE!
- - - - - - -- - 1/24
O'CLOCK CLUB with
4
Shadoobee . $2.00 A.Y.C .D .
Northroom of ROC'S. Friday, Jan.
26. Condom giveaway!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
GEORGIA TSAGLI S : CON GRATS ON FINALLY MAKING IT
TO I-WEEK. YOUR A GREAT AG SIS & FRIEND - DIANE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1/24
McSplash Kaps - We finally made
it to I-week! I couldn't ask for better pledge sisters! Sig Kap love,
Leah.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24
Place an announcement in the
Daily Eastern News!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

by Bill Watterson
L<:lC~•• I ~'\
S£E 'ri""-i's SC)

HA.Rt> ASWi ffilS~

~'51'CROP..'(? ,,,,,..."--.---

Doonesbury

NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY

for any event. All clips should be submitted to The Daily
news office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE THE
F EVENT. Example : an event scheduled for Thursday
be submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday.
y is deadline for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips
after deadline WILL NOT be published. No ,clips will be
...Q_hb_l}_e. -~n.Y. 9lil? .!~4U~..i!1€lgit?I§ _o r ~orit?i_n~ :cofifJic;tin.g_ _ _
'on WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips my be edited for available

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Copache Tyler

New Mexico hires Swisher,
former Eastern assistant
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP)
- Joel Swisher, fonner assistant
football coach at Western
i' Michigan and Eastern, has been
,., hired in a similar capacity by New
Mexico.
.
New Mexico coach Mike
Sheppard . said Tuesday that
~· Swisher will coach the Lobo runr I ning baCkS next season.
·
Swisher, 46, was an assistant at
:' 'western Michigan in 1987 and
<1988. Before that, he was the
~ ·>offensive line coach and offensive
-.' ! coordinator for three years at
.Eastern from 1984-86.
Swisher also fonnerly was the

>
t

SPORTS
BRIEFS
head coach at Adams State in
Alamosa, Colo., from in 1982-83;
at Augustana College in Sioux
Falls, S.D., from 1973 to 1976 and
Dakota State in Madison, S.D.,
from 1973 to 1976.
A native of Aberdeen, S.D.,
Swisher graduated from Northern
State College and has a master's
degree from South Dakota State.

Perles turns down Jets' job
EAST LANSING, Mich. (AP)
- George Perles turned down a
multimillion-dollar offer to
coach the New York Jets and
decided to stay at Michigan
State when trustees sweetened
his head coaching job Tuesday
by also making him athletic
director.
The board of t_rustees' 5-3
vote Tuesday brought mostly
hisses, and some applause, from
about 300 people at the packed

emergency board meeting.
Perles wasn't at the meeting
on campus, but his spokesman,
Ken Hoffman, said before the
vote that Perles would stay in
Michigan if the board gave him
the athletic director's job.
Perles, who will assume his
new job July 1, will have a oneyear trial with no extra salary.
Then, the board will review his
performance and decide whether
one person can handle both jobs.

•from page 12
"It feels great to come back
and win the dual," Tyler said
immediately after winning the
meet.
"When I saw that the score
was 20-22 I knew that I had to
pull it out for us.
"I don't like the pressure. It
seems that I've been in this situation quite a bit," Tyler added.
Even though Tyler has never
had a taste of defeat this season
and is playing such an important role on Eastern's squad, he
said he just goes about his business: the business of tossing
opponent's bodies to the floor
almost effortlessly.
"I think I must go out and do
my best no matter what the circumstances are," Tyler said.
Tyler said he feels that an
important turnaround in his
wrestling came for him during
his years at Springfield

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - A
Portland Trail Blazer official
says he expects Soviet star
Arvydas Sabonis to begin his
NBA career next season.
Bucky Buckwalter, vice president of basketball operations for
the Trail Blazers, commented
Monday on Sabonis after he

Watch For

I

11111

I think I go out and
do my best no matter what the circumstances are.
Copache Tyler

''

Southeast High School.
He said his coaches, Jack and
Jim Gardner and Bill Howett,
and also his mother, Bee Tyler,
had "changed my attitude about
people."
It may still be early in the
season, but Tyler isn't showing
any signs that the year layoff is
taking its toll.

Copache Tyler
In fact, if Tyler does c
the national championship,
ing that year off will loo
an immensely worthwhile
sion on his part.

99'1; Bratwurst
(steamed in beer)

returned from a five-day visit to
Spain, where he visited the 7foot-3 player.
Sabonis, who was picked by
Portland in the first round of the
1986 NBA draft, is playing for
Forum Filatelico 'of the Spanish
professional league.
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Now at Monical's, get a La~e (16") Thin Crust •
• Cheese & Sausage Pizza to go or just $6.95 plus tax. •

Spring Rush 1990
Tonight

Also available with
32 Ounces of Ice-Cold Pepsi in a
Reusable Plastic Cup With Lid-89'
(while supplies last)

Rock'n Roll Night with EIU's Hottest
Ladies and "Good Question" (live band
7:30 p.m. at the Pike House in
Greek Court

Expires March 4, 1990
Present this coupon when picking up order.

FREE DELIVERY
after4 p.m.

Charleston

For Rides and Information Call 6595 or 6542
PIKE ...JUST DO IT.

90') 18th Street

348-7515
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stons throttle Bulls 107-95
reclaim Central Division lead
CAGO (AP) - The Chicago Bulls' team
home winning streak ended at 15 games with
omas and Vinnie Johnson combining for 17
uarter points to lead the Detroit Pistons to a
victory Tuesday night.
'ng 80-79 with 8:54 left, Detroit outscored
Is 15-6, with Thomas scoring nine straight
The victory was Detroit's lOth in 13 games.
Bulls slowly crept back and and cut the
to 98-94, with Michael Jordan, who had 32
scoring five straight with less than three minplay.
was the Pistons the rest of the way, outscorBulls 12-1. Thomas led 'Detroit with 26
and Joe Dumars had 16. Bill Cartwright
S points for the Bulls.
oit dominated off the bench, outscoring
33-10.
game was tied a 61 in the third quarter when
tons went on a 9-2 surge capped by John
's dunk at 4:44.
then Chicago had a flurry of 13-8 to pull to
at the start of the final period.
e second quarter, Detroit trailed 32-29 and
ent on a 19-8 spurt. Play got a little rough
4: 12 left in the half when Johnson and
'ght got into a shoving match. Both were
a techical foul.
Pistons, behind Thomas' 13 points in the
at the break 53-51. Jordan had 19 first-half
for the Bulls.

At

The Bulls had the biggest lead in the opening
quarter, 21-16, after Scottie Pippen converted a 3point play after being fouled on a layup at 3:49.
Detroit stayed close, scoring the next six points.
But Chicago held a 28-26 lead after the quarter.

Clippers' Harper has surgery
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Los Angeles Clippers
guard Ron Harper, who suffered a serious knee
injury Jan. 16, underwent surgery Tuesday at the
Cleveland Clinic in Ohio and there were no complications, the team said.
The surgery, which took 21/2 hours, was performed by Dr. Tony Daly, the Clippers' team physician, and Dr. John Bergfeld, the Cleveland .
Cavaliers' doctor.
Following the operation, Daly said that Harper is
expected to be sidelined for about a year.
Harper, acquired from the Cavaliers on Nov. 16, had
surgery to repair a tom anterior cruciate ligament and
partially remove tom cartilage in his right knee.
Detroit (107)
Rodman 3-6 3-5 9, Edwards 5-10 0-4 10, Laimbeer 7-8 1-3
15, Dumars 5-11 6-6 16, Thomas 10-19 4,4 26, Salley 5-6 1-3
11, Bedford 4-6 0-0 8, Greenwood 1-3 0-0 2, Johnson 4-7 2-2
10. Totals 44-76 17-27 107.
Chicago (95)
Pippen 3-9 4-7 10, Grant 4-9 6-7 14, Cartwright 4-9 7-7 15,
Paxson 6-10 0-0 14, Jordan 11-31 9-11 32, King 2-4 2-2 6,
Armstrong 1-3 0-0 2, Perdue 0-1 0-0 0, Nealy 1-1 0-1 2, Hodges
0-2 0-0 o. Totals 32-79 28-35 95.
Detroit
26
27
25
29
107
Chicago 28
23
25
19
95

TED 's

'

File photo

Chicago Bulls guard Michael Jordan scored 32 points in his team's
107-95 loss to the Detroit Pistons Tuesday night at Chicago.
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1th":covers by The Who:lttendrix, Red Hot -o Chili Peppers &.. The Doors
N

Get in FREE 8-10 w I coupon

• BATAB HOTEL$ 379

• TERRAMAR $ 459
• AQUAMARINA $ 499
• INTER·CONTINENTAL $ 549 .
Complete Fiesta Break Vacation Includes: Round-Trip Air; Airport Transfers in
Cancun; 7 Niles Choice Hotel; Complete Sport & Social · Activity Program:
Discounts for Shoppipg, Dining, Entertainment, Water Sports; Free Cover to
Popular Clubs; Hotel Taxes: Many More Extras!!

2.50
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February is BLACK HISTORY MONTH

stel Light
llent imported
light beer

$1.50
all day

•MARGARITA $419

Do Your Part to Help Celebrate and promote
Campus awareness of
Black American Heritage.
Contact Your Ad Rep Or Lynne Wilson at
The Dally ldstem News 581-2812

TRAVEL FREE* TRAVEL FREE* TRAVEL FREE
FORM YOUR OWN GROUP & GET 1 FREE TRIP FOR EACH 20 PAID

CALL NOW FOR THE BEST VALUE IN
SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!!!

Call: Curt at 345-6683 Janine at 581-2844 Or Shawna 348-7652
Or 1-800-47-PARTY

START OFF YOUR NEW YEAR

WITH DOMINO'S PIZZA!

@>

AT DOMINO'S PIZZA WE'RE CELEBRATING THE
NEW YEAR. IF IT'S BEEN A WHILE SINCE YOU'VE
HAD A DOMINO'S PIZZA, HERE'S A REAL GOOD
REASON TO GIVE US A CALL TODAY.

16 INCH CHEESE PIZZA

12 INCH CHEESE PIZZA
ONLY

$49~rnx

ONLY

$6~2rAX

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILABLE AT REGULAR PRICE . -

NO COUPON NECESSARY - JUST ASK
OFFER EXPIRES 2-4-90 (NO LIMIT)
Offer 1101 mlid i11 co11/1111ctio11 ll'it/1

011r

otlwr o/j(•r or co11po11.

CHARLESTON AND E.I.U.
348-1626
677 LINCOLN AVENUE
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Copa eh
Eastern senior
wrestler has si
on _national titl

8-game span
took its toll

By JERRY SOLBERG

By JEFF SMITH

Staff writer

Sports editor

Eastern 's men's basketball
team is weary.
"Not to make excuses, but our
kids are tired," head coach Rick
Samuels said Monday night after
the Panthers defeated Valparaiso
67-63 for their first win of the
Association of Mid~Continent
Universities season. "Even I'm
tired.
"It's been a long stretch. We
played Purdue on a Wednesday,
and we haven't had a real break
since. That's why we're giving
them (players) the day off tomorrow (Tuesday)."
A quick check of the schedule
reveals Eastern played eight
games between a road date at
Purdue Jan. 3 and Monday's win
over the Crusaders - a 19-day
period.
And, the games were certainly
eventful: They ranged from the
most humbling, an 82-55 rout to
Purdue; to the most rumbling, a
brawl during a 104-94 win over
Northeastern Illinois Jan. 10, to
the most stressful, five games
decided by four points or less
(four of them losses), to the most
successful, a 91-84 victory over
Cleveland State Saturday highlighted by a 53-37 second half.
At 1-3 in the conference (7-8
overall), the Panthers stand deep
behind leader Western Illinois in
sixth place. So, rather than panic
or concede the race, Samuels
said the senior-less team will,
cliche-like or not, think shortterm.
' "We've got to build to a
peak," he said. "In the next week
or so, we hope to build to a peak
and have consistent play for the
rest of the season."

Role-playing
Panthers
One bright spot during the difficult 3-5 stretch is the develop-

CARL WALK/Staff photographer

Eastern -center Jeff Mironcow (left) and forward Dave Olson give Valparaiso forward John Becher a
blocked shot sandwich Monday night at Lantz Gym.

ment of specific roles on the
team, from primary scorers to
defensive-minded "minute-men."
Forwards Barry Johnson and
Dave Olson, center Jeff
Mironcow and guard Gerald
Jones are Eastern 's four doublefigure scorers. Jones leads at 16
points per game, followed closely by Johnson at 15.9, Olson at
13.2 and Mironcow at 11.8.
Though Jones has topped the
Panthers, his role on the team
has changed as the other three
have emerged as scorers.
"Gerald's not been as consistent
in his scoring as I thought, but I
think part of it is because teams
are keying on him," Samuels
said after the Cleveland State
win. "We've talked about it, and
I've told him not to put the burden of scoring on himself. He's
adjusting well."
Among the other players,
Kavien Martin and Steve Rowe

now share the off-guard position,
Jeff Nelson spots the workhorse
Jones (over 32 minutes per
game) rest off the bench,
guard/forward Eric West provides defense backing up
Johnson and Olson, and centers
Steve Nicholson and Derek
Kelley and forward Rod
McKinnis man power forward
and center behind Mironcow and
Johnson.
"I think we have depth,"
Samm~ls said Saturday. "I think
the key there is Derek Kelley.
He's got to keep improving.
Nicholson needs to realize that
he needs only to do about three
or four things for us (rebound,
strong defense in the post).
Johnson has praised West's
defensive play on more than one
occasion during the season, and
McKinnis, another defensive
stopper, helped hold St. Louis
All-American forward Anthony

Bonner to eight points Nov. 30.
Despite the narrow defeats, or
in a way because of them, Jones
has, on a rec;urring basis,
adamantly stated his confident
opinion of the team.
"We 're 0-3 in the conference,
and we 're the best team in the
conference," he said after the
two-point loss to Northern Iowa.
With eight more points added to
Eastern 's AMCU total, Jones
would very well be right: that's
the Panthers' loss margin in their
three games.

Do not remove
West sported new sneakers for
Monday night's game - with
still-attached tag and all. "I
wanted everyone to know I had
new shoes," West replied.
"Everybody's been teasing me
about getting some new shoes."

Senior heavyweight Co
Tyler, a redshirt, may be ev
ter now than he was two
ago, when he placed 11 th
nation.
Tyler says he has his ey
national title this season.
already wrestled with the
said he feels his previous e
ence in the national toum
can help him obtain such a
"Two years ago when I
11 th in the nation I felt
could've· done better," Tyl
about his performance
NCAA tournament two ye
"I think I know now w
expect. I shouldn't have an
prises (if he goes to the na
this year)."
But, Tyler says the road
ning the national title will
come through maintaining
ance between his wrestlin
his studies while at Eastern.
"I think I need to d
myself more to wrestling
letting up on my classes,"
said.
Even if Tyler doesn't w·
national title, he probably
should be voted the Pant
most valuable wrestler,
always seems to be co
through in the clutch for th
Being the heavyweight
for Eastern, he is the last
to compete for his team.
more than one occasion
Panthers have had to rely on
big superstar to pull out a v·
One such incident occu
dual meet against Sou
Illinois-Edwardsville at
Gym on Jan. 16, whe
Panthers found themselves
22-20 with only one wrest!
But, because that wrestler
pened to be Tyler, they h
meet in the bag.
Tyler pinned the S
wrestler in 58 seconds,
Eastern won the meet 26-22.
• continued on page JO

Tackling college hoops, the Super Bowl and salaries
After reading the sports section
of the newspaper the past week or
so, it's pretty obvious we are in the
midst of one of the busiest periods
of the sports year.
The National Football League is
reaching the super-hyped climax
of the Super Bowl, college basketball is fast-breaking into every
household in the country via every
TV channel except the Home
Shopping Network, baseball play- Jeff
ers - and owners - are getting
richer and richer, the National Smith
Hockey -League and Mario
Lemieux just held the All-Star Game and the National
Basketball Association has nearly perfected its long-suffering search for parity.
And, so, in brief, here are some of the above topics, with
apologies to fans of the puck and the NBA dunk:
• Six of the top seven teams in college basketball's
Associated Press Top 25 lost over the weekend, including
then-No. l Kansas. A sign of parity in the collegiate
ranks? Wishful thinking.
A quick check of the Top 10 reveals the top three teams
- Missouri, Kansas and Georgetown - have each lost just
once. And, Kansas 's only defeat came Saturday at

Missouri, which fell to No. 10 Illinois in December. The
other seven teams have either two or three blemishes to
their record.
As a matter of fact, only one team, No. 24 Alabama, has
lost more than three games.
But, signs of the development of a middle class in college basketball have materialized in towns like Madison,
Wis., West Lafayette, Ind., and Hartford, Conn., to be sure.
We ' re nearing hoops nirvana as we, and basketball
announcers across the nation, speak.
ESPN analyst (some call that term a euphemism) Dick
Vitale's description of the buzzer-beating alley-oop lay-in
by lowly Wisconsin to beat Minnesota 77-75 Monday
night is still reverberating its way through TV land.
Purdue and Michigan State are shocking the Big Ten,
sitting at the top with 5-0 and 4-1 records, respectively.
The two teams finished in the second division in 1988-89.
The Connecticut Huskies pulled perhaps the biggest surprise of last week, upsetting then-No. 5 Syracuse 70-59
and Georgetown 70-65. Syracuse proceeded to also lose to
Providence at home Saturday.
Even in the cozy Association of Mid-Continent
Universities, Western Illinois sits' in first place at 4-0.
Despite it all, though, one of college basketball's kingpins will probably once again claim the title, i.e. no
Villanovas appear in the offing. The 1990 Final Four will
have an '80s tint to it.

• Here's a brief Super Bowl synopsis: The match
pick San Francisco to win the game in a rout, the
will downplay the game, the Broncos will cut throu
hype and stage "the greatest upset in the history o
game," and a cast of thousands will claim they m
call. End of story.
• In the wacky game of major-league baseball, s
are inching toward bionic proportions. The San Fr
Giants' Will Clark signed a contract Monday that w·
him $4.25 million in 1993.
Two thoughts come to mind: No. 1, the owners are
ing players like the Reds' Eric Davis ($3.6 million a
and the Athletics' Dave Stewart. ($3.5 million a
catastrophic amounts that will only hurt the fans wh
time comes to buy tickets.
No. 2, we fans should think rationally: would
highly successful and powerful owners actually I
players pick their pockets to the point of bankru
Unless lots of money cuts off the circulation to the
these multi-millionaires are shrewdly offering these
school- to college-educated men a piece of the rev
(now at least $1 billion in TV rights alone) pie
accomplishing their first-and-foremost goal in the
ness: earn a considerable profit.
- Jeff Smith is sports editor of The Daily Eastern New

